Fall 2015 Saxophone Band Placement Audition

Date: August 24, 2015  
Time: 9:00-11:00am

Repertoire:
L’Arlésienne Suite No. 1  
IV. Carillon (excerpt)  
Georges Bizet  
(1838-1875)

Please listen to recordings of the piece and know how your part fits within the orchestra.

Escapades (2002)  
III. Joy Ride (J=134)  
John Williams  
(b. 1932)

Please prepare to play m. 126-176 and m. 236-end. You can find many recordings of this by searching “John Williams Escapades Joy Ride.” Please approach this movement as a classical music heavily influenced by Jazz rather than a jazz solo in the middle of a classical composition (you can have a swing feel, ghost some notes, and change articulations to make it more “jazzy” but please use your classical set up and play with a “good sound”).
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Nr. 1 Pastorale
Andante sostenuto asai (\( \text{d} = 54 \))
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dim. subito molto ppp smorzando